
10 Amazing Reasons Why Harbour
Ways is the Perfect Place for Living
Aboard
Living aboard a boat offers a unique and nomadic lifestyle filled with adventure

and tranquility. If you are dreaming of a life where you can wake up to the sound

of waves and explore new destinations regularly, Harbour Ways is the perfect

place for you. In this article, we will explore the incredible reasons why Harbour

Ways is the ultimate destination for living aboard. From its stunning views to its

vibrant community, prepare to be captivated by all that Harbour Ways has to offer.

1. Breathtaking Coastal Landscape

One of the most extraordinary aspects of life at Harbour Ways is the stunning

coastal landscape that surrounds the area. Imagine waking up to breathtaking

sunrises over the ocean, with endless shades of pink and orange painting the sky.

Situated in a picturesque bay, Harbour Ways is a paradise for nature lovers and

photography enthusiasts.
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2. Vibrant Community

Living aboard at Harbour Ways means you become a part of a vibrant and

welcoming community. Meet like-minded individuals who share your passion for

exploration and boating. Participate in community events, yacht club gatherings,

and enjoy the social aspects of a tight-knit boating community.

3. Convenient Facilities

Harbour Ways is equipped with top-notch facilities to ensure a comfortable and

convenient living experience. From laundry facilities to shower blocks, you will

have everything you need at your fingertips. The marina also offers complete boat

maintenance and repair services, saving you the hassle of finding external

contractors.



4. Easy Access to Amenities

Living aboard at Harbour Ways doesn't mean sacrificing modern amenities. The

marina is conveniently located near shops, restaurants, and other necessary

amenities. Whether you need groceries or want to enjoy a night out, everything is

just a short walk or boat ride away.

5. Unbeatable Water Activities
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From fishing and diving to paddleboarding and kayaking, Harbour Ways offers an

array of water activities for you to enjoy. Immerse yourself in the crystal-clear

waters and discover the rich marine life that surrounds the marina. The

possibilities for aquatic adventures are endless!

6. Stunning Marina Views
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Every day is a visual treat when living at Harbour Ways. With its stunning marina

views, you will never tire of watching the boats sail by and enjoying the ever-

changing scenery. These mesmerizing vistas create a sense of calm and

tranquility that is difficult to find elsewhere.

7. Convenient Connections

Harbour Ways is conveniently located near several major cities and popular

tourist destinations. Whether you want to explore the nearby towns or embark on

a day trip to a neighboring island, you can easily access these destinations from

the marina. This provides the perfect balance between a secluded lifestyle and

the convenience of nearby attractions.

8. World-Class Boating Facilities

Boating enthusiasts will be impressed by the world-class boating facilities

available at Harbour Ways. The marina offers well-maintained docks, fueling

stations, and boat launching areas, ensuring that all your boating needs are

catered to. The experienced staff are always on hand to provide assistance and

guidance, making your boating experience seamless and enjoyable.



9. Events and Entertainment

Living at Harbour Ways means you will never be bored. The marina regularly

hosts events, from live music performances to barbecues and themed parties.

There is always something happening, giving you the opportunity to socialize and

make lasting memories with fellow boaters.

10. Serene and Peaceful Environment

Finally, one of the most enticing aspects of living aboard at Harbour Ways is the

serene and peaceful environment it offers. Escape the hustle and bustle of city

life and embrace a slower pace surrounded by the beauty of nature. Each day,

you will be greeted by tranquility and a renewed sense of tranquility.
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Harbour Ways offers the perfect blend of breathtaking coastal landscapes, a

vibrant community, and convenient facilities, making it the ultimate destination for

those seeking a life aboard a boat. From the convenience of nearby amenities to

the world-class boating facilities and endless water activities, Harbour Ways has it

all. Embrace the nomadic lifestyle and discover the freedom and serenity that

living aboard at Harbour Ways has to offer.
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Harbour Ways is the sequel to Watery Ways, Valerie Poore's first memoir about

living on a barge in Rotterdam's Oude Haven in the Netherlands. This second

book tells of the first two years that she owned her own barge, the Vereeniging,

and how she converts it from an empty hull into a home. Told with with Valerie's

usual tongue-in-cheek humour, Harbour Ways can be read as a stand alone

memoir or as the follow on to Watery Ways.
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